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SHORTER NOTES

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of an unusually

elegant and polished character, for which there is no other outlet.

A NOTE ON THE BLUM-HANSON THEOREM

LEE JONES AND VELIMIR KUFTINEC

Abstract. Let T be a linear contraction on an arbitrary Hubert

space. We prove that the weak convergence of the sequence {T"x J

implies the strong convergence of the averages of the sequences

{ Tkix} for all strictly increasing sequences {k¡ \ of positive integers.

In [l ] Blum and Hanson proved the following result for a measure-

preserving transformation r on a finite measure space (X, (&, m) and

the induced unitary operator U on L2(X, ÖS, m) defined by Uf(x)

=/(rx) : t is mixing if and only if (l/AOj^i Ukif—*fxf dm in the

P2 norm for all strictly increasing sequences {fe»}<"i and all / in

L2(X, 03, m).

We extend here this result to all linear contractions of a Hubert

space and give a short proof. For a generalization in another direction

see [2].

Theorem. Let T be a linear operator on a Hilbert space H with

\\t\\ g 1. Then for any x in H, T"x —> x0 weakly if and only if
(l/N) ^f=i Th< x—>x0 strongly for all strictly increasing sequences

{ki} Z. 1 of positive integers.

Proof. If T"x+>Xo weakly, then there is y in H and e>0 and a

sequence of integers ki<k2< • ■ ■ such that Re(Tki x — x0, y)>« for

each *. But then

/ 1   N y \        «

\n «-i lbl|/   Ibll
Conversely, suppose that Fnx—>x0 weakly. Since x0 is a fixed point

of P we can assume x0 = 0. Since P is a contraction inf|| Pnx||

= lim||Fnx|| =a. If a = 0 we are done, so (by linearity of P) we assume

a= 1. Given e>0 there are two positive integers M and K such that

||Pmx||2<1-t-€ and \(TMx, TM+kx)\ <e for k^K. Then for m^M

and nï^K+m we have
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2 ReiT™x, Tnx)

= ||rmx4- 7"a:||2 — ¡|7mx||2- ||7"x||2

^ \^Tm-M^TMx _(_ Tn-m+Mx)\\2 - 2 g ||TMx + Tn-m+Mx\\2 - 2

g || 7^*112 4- ||7"-m+ílíx||2-r- 2 Re^x, Tn~m+Mx) - 2 g 4e.

If {ki\Z,i is any strictly increasing sequence, then we have

1-1V 2 / I    N I    N \ I     N
— 22 Tkix     = Re ( — 22 Tk% — T, Tk'x ) =-T, Re(7*% Tk>x)
N   tí \Ntí Ntí       )      N2 71

1    N 2    N
=-22 (Tkix, Tk'x) -\-22 Re(7*<x, Tk¡x)

N2 ti N2 t¡

1    N 2       N
=-Z IITkix\\2 4--    ¿2    Re(Tk% Tk¡x)

N2 tí "        N2 KZi>i

+ —        22 ReiTk% T"ix)
A      izM;i<j<K+i

1 N
+-      Z      2 Re(7*-x, Tk>x)

N     i^M-JiK+i

\\x\\2     2(il7 - l)W||x||2      2(K - l)iV||x||2g ILA. _|_ ̂-        »  "   + _J-    'l  "   + 4

AT iV2 A^2

since &¿^¿ and kj — ki^j — i. Now, for a sufficiently large N the sum

of the above terms is small, hence the Theorem.
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